
Cash management 
Solutions
Your “one stop” bespoke solution partner 

We take care of your cash transactions. We make the checkout 
process easier for cashiers and customers.



Cash Recycling
Banknotes as well as coins are processed 
by sophisticated recycling techniques. Every 
note or coin that is inserted in the system is 
immediately available for dispensing.

Secure
Replenishing cash content when needed and 
extracting excess cash content accumulated 
during the day is performed fast and 
automatically. 

Intelligent Control
The software assures a balanced dispensing of 
cash. Based on the cash content, the system 
decides which denominations are best suited 
to be dispensed to the current customer. 

Modularity
The CashManager solution can be connected to 
any Point of Sale (POS) system. This gives you 
the possibility to integrate the CashManager 
with your current checkout hardware.

Total control over your cash? 
It’s possible!



Integration Solutions (Software)

CashManager (Since 2006)

The CashManager application runs as an invisible background service that works as a slave. 
To initiate a payment, the POS application only has to send a single message.

CashConnector (Since 2017)

The CashConnector is an intermediate application that provides administrative tasks, these 
no longer have to be implemented by the POS. 

OCR (Since 2019)

The OCR makes integration now even easier than before. The OCR can read the amount 
that needs to be paid. No integration is needed!

Remote Management (Software)
An advanced Back Office Module makes it possible to monitor the status of several CashManagers 
in your store(s) simultaneously. The back office module utilizes a database where all cash 
transactions are preserved. This database shows you the historic and current cash flow, logged in 
staff, details on device filling and emptying procedures, dispensed and dispensable cash, and more.
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Fast.

Reliable.

Convenient.

Safe.

Easy to use.



COINMASTERS
The Netherlands

+31(0)10 4186405

info@coin-masters.com

www.coin-masters.com

Systems are adaptable to 
your situation.

Different systems: build-in 
and table-top.

From: 50 x 50 x 60 cm. 
To: 80 x 75 x 100 cm.

From: 40 kgs. 
To: 450 kgs.

Sizes

Solutions for front office
Solutions for back office

Small Medium Large Extra large
Currencies supported €, $, ¥, £, ₽ and many more

3 note recycling

4 - 5 note recycling

6 - 7 note recycling

Bulk acceptance

Bulk dispensing

120 - 300 notes recycling

300 - 4000 notes recycling

Drop box at least 600 notes

Drop box at least 1000 notes

Banknote Recyclers20

Supported currencies: 

€, $, ¥, £ and many more

Up to 60 mixed coins bulk 
acceptance

Lockable drop box for 
overflow coins

Capacity (Euro example)

Coin Recycler2
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